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Teletandem (Telles, 2009) is a model of telecollaboration in which pairs of foreign
language students from different countries meet regularly and virtually to learn each
other’s languages. Within this context, participants are expected to help their partners
learn by providing feedback. The multimodal nature of this type of environment, however,
may offer different learning opportunities (Guichon & Cohen, 2016) and have an impact
on feedback provision. This research aims at investigating peer corrective feedback in
Teletandem in relation to the different modes. Using a case study approach, we describe
how three Brazilians offered feedback to learners of Portuguese as a foreign language.
Data used came from 20 Teletandem oral sessions that took place over a period of three
years and were stored in MulTeC (Aranha & Lopes, 2019). Data analysis revealed that
CF provision is characterized by reformulations, with a blurred distinction between
recasts and explicit corrections due to a combination of multimodal strategies. Results
also indicate that error correction may be more (or less) emphasized depending on how
interlocutors combine multimodal resources. Pedagogical implications are discussed.
Teletandem (Telles, 2009) est un modèle de télécollaboration par lequel des paires
d’étudiants de langue étrangère originaires de différents pays se rencontrent
régulièrement de façon virtuelle pour apprendre les langues des uns des autres. Dans
ce contexte, on s’attend à ce que les participants aident leur partenaire à apprendre en
leur fournissant de la rétroaction. La nature multimodale de ce type d’environnement
peut, cependant, offrir diverses occasions d’apprentissage (Guichon & Cohen, 2016) et
influencer la façon dont la rétroaction est fournie. Le but de cette recherche est d’étudier
la rétroaction corrective par les pairs dans Teletandem par rapport aux différents modes.
En se servant d’une approche par étude de cas, nous décrivons comment trois Brésiliens
ont offert de la rétroaction à des apprenants de portugais langue étrangère. Les données
utilisées venaient de 20 sessions orales de Teletandem qui s’étaient déroulées sur une
période de trois ans et ont été stockées sur MulTeC (Aranha & Lopes, 2019). L’analyse
des données a révélé que la fourniture de rétroaction corrective se caractérise par des
reformulations, qui ne distinguent pas très bien entre des refontes et des corrections
explicites, ce qui est dû à une combinaison de stratégies multimodales. Les résultats
indiquent également que la correction des erreurs peut être plus ou moins soulignée selon
la façon dont les interlocuteurs combinent les ressources multimodales. On discute des
implications pédagogiques.
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Teletandem (Telles, 2009) is a bilingual model of telecollaboration which
uses videoconferencing technology (such as Skype) to promote interaction
between pairs of learners who are proficient (or native) speakers of different
languages and live in different countries so that they can learn each other’s
language. As a videoconference-based exchange in foreign language,
Teletandem (TTD) environment integrates aural, visual, and written (chat)
modes of communication.
According to Guichon and Cohen (2016), the multimodal nature of this
type of environment may offer different learning opportunities. The authors
remark that, in synchronous interactive learning contexts, the integration
of aural and visual modes may enhance students’ comprehension and the
combination of voice and text chat may favour negotiation of meaning.
They also argue that “different modes available in synchronous interactive
environments are interrelated and the learning opportunities offered will
depend on how users choose to combine or dissociate the different modes”
(p. 7). In this respect, some studies (Guichon & Wigham, 2016; Hampel &
Stickler, 2012; Wigham & Chanier, 2015; Wigham, 2017) have revealed that
modes can be combined by users in a complementary, compensatory, or
competitive fashion.
The present study is based on the premise that the use of different
semiotic resources may have an impact on corrective feedback (CF) provision
during Teletandem oral sessions. It is also based on the notion that CF plays
a crucial role in language learning. There is a vast literature on the types
and effectiveness of corrective feedback in the foreign language classroom
(Allwright & Bailey, 1991; Battistella, 2015; Cavalari, 2008; Ellis, 1985; Lyster
& Saito, 2010; Lyster et al., 2013; Mackey & Goo, 2007; Nassaji, 2015, 2016;
Nassaji & Kartchava, 2017; Ranta & Lyster, 2007; Ur, 1996). More recently,
we have witnessed a growing body of studies on CF in telecollaborative
settings (Akiyama, 2017; Freschi, 2017; Cavalari & Freschi, 2018; Furtoso,
2011; Ware & Cañado, 2007; Ware & O’Dowd; 2008). However, there have
been few investigations to date (Wigham & Chanier, 2015; Ziegler & Phung,
2019) which discussed feedback in synchronous computer-mediated
communication (SCMC), specifically telecollaborative language learning,
from within a multimodal perspective. A description of how different modes
are combined in CF provision in virtual exchanges may evidence specificities
of feedback in this type of learning setting and inform pedagogical assistance
to learners.
In this study, we aim to examine peer corrective feedback (peer responses
to fellow learner’s utterances containing an error) in TTD in relation to the
different modes used to communicate. We intend to do so by analyzing the
same data used by Freschi (2017) but from a multimodal perspective. That
study investigated peer feedback in Teletandem oral sessions and showed
that recasts and explicit correction (Ranta & Lyster, 2007) are the most
common CF provided by TTD peers. Results also revealed subcategories
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within these two CF types which could be described in relation to the
multimodal nature of the environment. However, the analysis did not take
multimodality into consideration. The question we set out to answer in the
present investigation is: How does a combination of aural, textual, and visual
modes of communication impact corrective feedback provision in Teletandem
oral sessions?

Telecollaboration and Teletandem
“Telecollaboration” is an umbrella term that has been widely used in the
area of foreign language education to refer to institutionalized, technologymediated intercultural communication under the guidance of a teacher for
the purposes of foreign language (and cultural) learning (Belz, 2003; Guth
& Helm, 2010; Warschauer, 1996). More recently, “Virtual Exchange”1 has
emerged (Helm, 2018; O’Dowd, 2019) as an alternative term to refer to
the engagement of groups of learners in extended periods of online
intercultural interaction and collaboration with partners from other
cultural contexts or geographical locations as an integrated part of
their educational programmes and under the guidance of educators
and/or expert facilitators. (O’Dowd, 2018, p. 5)
These definitions seem to indicate that both telecollaboration and virtual
exchange are terms that refer to the same concept and, for this reason, they
are used interchangeably in this paper. We acknowledge, nonetheless, that
these concepts can be materialized in varied contexts, by means of different
approaches, with a diverse combination of technological resources. Lewis and
O’Dowd (2016) and O’Dowd (2018) provide an overview of telecollaborative
initiatives, highlighting the approaches, the associated terminology, the
main characteristics, and the technology often used. These studies reveal
that despite the growing interest among teachers of different disciplines in
implementing virtual exchanges, most telecollaborative initiatives are aimed
at promoting foreign language (and cultural) learning.
Table 1 shows a summary of the most relevant features presented by
O’Dowd (2018) in the area of telecollaborative foreign language learning.
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Table 1
Virtual Exchange and Language Learning (based on O’Dowd, 2018)
Discipline

Associated terminology

Main characteristics

Technologies

Foreign
language
learning
initiatives

- telecollaboration

- often bilingual

- email

- online intercultural
exchange

- foreign language
competence

- forum

- e-tandem

- intercultural
communicative
competence

- Teletandem
- Computer Assisted
Language Learning (CALL)
- Network Based Language
Teaching (NBLT)

- website
- video
- blog

- digital competence

- chat room
- audio call
- videoconferencing

Among the possibilities presented in Table 1, we focus on the TTD initiative,
which involves bilingual synchronous exchanges (carried out by means of
videoconferencing technology). In Telles’s (2015) words, Teletandem is
a virtual, collaborative and autonomous context for learning foreign
languages in which two students help each other to learn their own
languages (or language of proficiency). They do so by using the
text, voice and webcam image resources of VOIP technology (such
as Skype), and by adopting the three principles of tandem learning:
autonomy, reciprocity, and separate use of languages (Brammerts,
2003; Telles & Vassallo, 2006). (p. 604)
This definition emphasizes the roles of technology and of the theoretical
principles which guide language learning in TTD: each participant is expected
to (i) be responsible for their own learning in collaboration with their partner
(autonomy), (ii) collaborate/commit to their partner’s learning (reciprocity),
and (iii) practise one language at a time, dedicating the same amount of time
to both languages involved (separation of languages). However, the roles
played by the institutions and the teachers are not explicitly defined as there
is no mention to the relevance of institutional support and pedagogical
assistance, which are key elements in the characterization of the learning set
up (Cavalari, 2018; Cavalari & Aranha, 2016).
In the present study, we focus on an institutionally integrated model
of Teletandem in which the virtual exchange is recognized by the higher
education institutions in both countries and is embedded into the foreign
language classroom on both sides of the partnership. According to Cavalari
and Aranha (2016), integrating TTD into the syllabus and pedagogical practice
entails (i) preparing participants, (ii) designing tasks which make meaningful
connections between virtual exchange and classroom (face-to-face) learning,
and (iii) integrating assessment performed by the different agents involved
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in the learning process: the teacher, the learner, and their foreign language
partner. From a formative perspective2 (focus on the learning process),
feedback can be considered the learning element of assessment. In this sense,
understanding the specificities of feedback in TTD settings may contribute
to the advancement of theoretical discussions and promotion of meaningful
integration of virtual exchanges into the foreign language curriculum. In
this paper, we focus on the specificities of corrective feedback in TTD oral
sessions, i.e., the feedback provided by the native (or more proficient) speaker
to the foreign language learner during videoconference-based interactions.

Multimodality
Multimodality is defined by Kress and Van Leeuwen (2001, p. 20) as the “use
of several semiotic modes in the design of a semiotic product or event, together
with the particular way in which these modes are combined.” Guichon
and Cohen (2016, p. 2) define mode as the “type of semiotic representation
(textual, aural, visual) used to present information” and modality as “the
semiotic realization of one mode” (i.e., the realization of visual mode in
videoconference-based interactions). The authors consider multimodality a
defining characteristic of CALL and propose a framework to describe and
discuss how different modes and media may be combined in multimodal
environments. According to the authors, media are “the technological means
of inscription and production that shape the ways any message is conveyed
and accessed” (p. 2). Media are characterized as static (an online dictionary),
dynamic (a video clip), or interactive (a videoconferencing conversation). In
terms of temporality, communication supported by different media may be
asynchronous (production and reception are not simultaneous in time) or
synchronous (production and reception are simultaneous in time).
Within CALL, there is an increasing number of studies which have
focused on how multimodality may foster language teaching and learning
(Early et al., 2015; Guichon & Cohen, 2016; Hampel & Hauck, 2006; Jewit,
2012; Wigham & Chanier, 2015). There are, nevertheless, few studies
(Guichon & Wigham, 2016; Hampel & Stickler, 2012; Wigham, 2017; Ziegler
& Phung, 2019) carried out within contexts that combine textual, visual, and
oral modes, and interactive synchronous media (i.e., videoconference and
text chat), like the TTD environment.
Hampel and Stickler (2012) investigated the use of videoconferencing in
an online language program to find out how teacher-students interaction was
influenced by the affordances of the environment. Results revealed that some
discourse functions appeared across both modes: (i) social conversations
(greetings and farewells), (ii) management of technology, (iii) negotiating
meaning (related to the task), (iv) off-task conversations amongst students,
and (v) teacher feedback. In relation to feedback provision, the authors
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remark that the teachers used the text chat to (i) respond to a student’s spoken
contribution, (ii) respond to a student’s query, (iii) recast or model language
in writing, and (iv) summarize the spoken discussion.
The research also evidenced an interplay of the oral and the written modes.
In fact, there were three ways in which the modes were combined during
interaction: to complement each other, to compensate for shortcomings,
or in competition with each other. Complementation was most common
when input in one mode triggered a response in another. Teachers used this
approach to give written feedback to students’ contributions, for example.
According to the authors, there seems to be two reasons for using text chat
as complementary to audio: text provides a more permanent record of an
interaction and both students and teachers could contribute to the discussion
without having to interrupt the speaker. Compensation was observed when
users perceive (i) lack in one mode (e.g., a participant resorted to chat because
of audio problems), or (ii) personal difficulties in using one modality (e.g.,
difficulties with typing, or anxiety about speaking). Competition was
characterized by conversations taking place simultaneously in the aural
mode and the text chat. The authors remarked that some of these parallel
conversations concerned discussions on the topic in one modality and advice
or comments about the technology in the other channel.
Guichon and Wigham (2016) investigated the meaning-making potential
of the webcam in pedagogical interactions from a semiotic perspective within
a telecollaborative project. The study showed that even though a head and
shoulders framing shot was favoured by the participants, this framing
choice did not seem optimal for desktop videoconferencing because there
was a loss between the number of gestures performed by the interlocutor
and what the learner could actually see. It was also evidenced that mutual
comprehension was enhanced when participants were able to coordinate
audio with communicative gestures and hold gestures long enough to be
perceived by the learners.
Wigham’s (2017) study focused on lexical explanations in virtual
exchanges via video conferences and text chat. The analysis revealed that
while the visual mode was used to project active listening, the audio was
used to highlight the lexical item whereas the text chat (in a complementary
role) was used to help establish common ground in relation to the item.
Ziegler and Phung (2019) investigated the extent to which modes of SCMC
impact the quantity and quality of interactional features in second language
task-based interaction. Participants were 20 English learners from a public
university in Vietnam who had to perform a story-based jigsaw task and
interact with two Americans interlocutors. They had to use different modes
in their interactions: audio-chat, video-chat, text-chat, and multimodal chat.
Findings indicate that the multimodal interaction had the largest portion
of CF and, according to the authors, multimodality can provide language
learning opportunities.
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Considering that TTD is a videoconference-based exchange, we assume
that meaning is constructed synchronously and collaboratively via linguistic
interaction using aural (participants’ voices through the microphone), visual
(images conveyed by the camera), and textual (written chat) modes. Among
the many aspects that may contribute to language learning, we focus on
corrective feedback, aiming to characterize the interplay of modes.

Corrective Feedback
Corrective feedback (CF) can be defined as “responses to learner utterances
containing an error” (Ellis, 2006, p. 28). This definition, however, does
not explicitly mention the agent who provides the responses to learner
“erroneous” utterances; in fact the large body of literature on CF reveals
that it may be provided by teachers and peers, or be requested by learners
(Buckwalter, 2001; Debras et al., 2015; Lyster & Ranta, 1997; Mackey et al.,
2003, Nassaji & Karchava, 2017; Sato, 2017; Shehadeh, 2001). In this study,
we are interested in the specificities of peer corrective feedback in bilingual
telecollaborative settings.
In regard to oral CF types, research on peer feedback has drawn on the
seminal study by Lyster and Ranta (1997), who proposed six categories of CF
based on a descriptive approach to teacher’s practice in L2 classrooms. The
CF types found were: (i) explicit correction (clear linguistic indication of an
error followed by the correct form); (ii) recast (reformulation of the utterance
with correct form); (iii) clarification requests (indication of an error by asking
questions), (iv) metalinguistic feedback (comments about an error without
the correct form), (v) elicitation (demanding of the correct form); and (vi)
repetition (repetition of the error).
These categories were later reorganized by Ranta and Lyster (2007) into
two groups: (1) reformulation, which “includes recasts and explicit correction
because both these moves supply learners with target reformulations of
their non-target output” (p.152), and (2) prompts, which “include a variety
of signals, other than alternative reformulations, that push learners to selfrepair” (p. 152). In the latter group, clarification requests, metalinguistic
feedback, elicitation, and repetition are included. According to the authors,
CF in the first group is explicit because it provides the correct form, and in
the second group is implicit because it withholds correct forms and instead
clues to prompt students to retrieve these correct forms from their existing
knowledge.
In their state-of-the-art article, Lyster et al. (2013) presented these CF
categories in relation to the discussion made by Sheen & Ellis (2011) on the
distinction between reformulations and prompts, and between implicit and
explicit CF. Table 2 is based on the authors’ proposal:
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Table 2
CF types (Lyster et al., 2013 adapted from Ranta & Lyster, 2007; Sheen & Ellis, 2011)
Reformulations

Implicit

Explicit

Conversational recasts

Didactic recasts

• a reformulation of a student
utterance in an attempt to
resolve a communication
breakdown

• a reformulation of a student
utterance in the absence of a
communication problem

• often take the form of
confirmation checks

Prompts

Repetition
• a verbatim repetition of a
student utterance, often with
adjusted intonation to highlight
the error
Clarification request
• a phrase such as ‘Pardon?’
and ‘I don’t understand’
following a student utterance to
indirectly signal an error

Explicit correction
• a reformulation of a student
utterance plus a clear indication of
an error
Explicit correction with metalinguistic
explanation
• in addition to signalling an error and
providing the correct form, there is
also a metalinguistic comment
Metalinguistic clue
• a brief metalinguistic statement
aimed at eliciting a self-correction
from the student
Elicitation
• directly elicits a self-correction from
the student, often in the form of a
wh-question
Paralinguistic signal
• an attempt to nonverbally elicit the
correct form from the learner

According to the authors, there is a continuum that ranges from implicit
to explicit both in the reformulation and in the prompt groups:
•

prompts range from clarification request (the most implicit) to
metalinguistic clue (the most explicit); repetition, paralinguistic signal
and elicitation are intermediary forms;

•

reformulations range from conversational recasts (the most implicit) to
explicit correction with metalinguistic explanation (the most explicit);
didactic recast and explicit correction are intermediary forms.

It is clear that description of CF types has evolved over the years as more
details have been incorporated in the definition of the categories; for example,
“explicit correction with metalinguistic explanation” or “conversational
recast” as opposed to “didactic recasts.”
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Regarding the interlocutors involved in oral interactions in (Tele)tandem,
dyads are characterized as native and non-native speakers (or L1 speakers
and L2 learners). Research from within an interactionist perspective (Gass,
1997; Mackey et al., 2003; Sato, 2015, 2017; Shehadeh, 2001) has revealed that
learners receive more CF in L1-L2 speaker interactions than in peer interactions
(L2-L2 speakers). However, modified output to nontarget utterances seems to
be more frequent when CF is provided by a fellow learner.
It is relevant to note, however, that there is a pivotal feature of TTD
setting which distinguishes it from other L1-L2 speaker interactions. TTD
practice is guided by the principles of autonomy, reciprocity, and separation
of languages. This means that participants take turns in the role of the more
proficient (L1) speaker and the L2 learner and negotiate their learning needs
and preferences so that both of them can benefit from the interaction. In
this respect, Cappellini et al. (2020) examined TTD participants’ views on
reciprocity. The data collection instrument used was learning logs written
by participants in three different partnerships: Brazil-Germany, USAFrance, and Australia-France. Results showed that learners tend to relate the
reciprocity principle to “the social relationship, either concerning the affective
and emotional dimensions contributing to a friendly climate, or searching
for mutual interests in co-constructing an online third space” (Dooly, 2011,
Conclusion section, para. 3). This seems to indicate that TTD participants
perceive each other as L2 learners who should collaborate with each other.
According to Storch (2002), who investigated patterns of interaction
between pairs of L2 learners, this “collaborative and expert/novice pattern”
is more conducive to L2 learning. From within a sociocultural framework,
L2 learning emerges in interaction when learners establish a collaborative
relationship. In Sato’s (2017) words,
L2 learning can be conceptualized based on the way in which
learners assist each other’s learning and achieve a level that they
would not necessarily be able to achieve on their own. This support
and the subsequent language exchanges is called scaffolding. In
this framework, PCF [Peer Corrective Feedback] can serve as a
mediational tool for scaffolding through which learners ‘provide
expertise to each other’ (Brooks & Swain, 2009, p. 69). (p. 23)
Considering peer interaction in bilingual telecolaborative language
settings, Zourou (2009) discussed CF in relation to the concepts of symmetry
and interaction. The author made a review of the studies on error correction
practices and juxtaposed peer feedback in tandem to tutor feedback in virtual
exchanges between pre-service teachers and L2 learners. She concludes that,
on the one hand
in asymmetrical tutor-learner interaction, where partners’ roles
and tasks are clearly defined, pedagogical skills in error noticing
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and correction are crucial. Further investigation into the types,
modalities, strategies and amount of corrective feedback in relation
to the maintenance of smooth interaction is needed in order to
develop a better understanding of the interactional processes of
feedback delivery in CMC settings. (Zourou, 2009, p. 16)
On the other hand, the symmetry in tandem interactions seems to offer
a less face-threatening environment as “learners are engaged in sustainable
online interaction and they do not feel they should provide feedback” (p.
16). The author remarks that the peer’s role is to facilitate exchange in a less
threatening environment, and error correction may be a task that language
learners in tandem cannot fully carry out.
Although we agree with the author on the role played by peers, we argue
that error correction in (Tele)tandem settings may be a task that learners
carry out in particular ways exactly because they seem to recognize their
symmetrical status and collaborative relationship. One particular trait found
in investigations on (Tele)tandem context is the fact that peer CF provision is
characterized mostly by recasts (and explicit correction to a lesser extent) even
when participants receive training on the different types of CF (Akiyama,
2017; Freschi, 2017; Cavalari & Freschi, 2018; Ware & O’Dowd, 2008).
Akiyama (2017) investigated peer CF in relation to learners’ beliefs
within synchronous video-based eTandem3 exchange between 12 Japanese
(learners of English) and 12 Americans (learners of Japanese). The research
used survey data from 24 participants, interactional data in Japanese from six
dyads and interview data from five learners (both Japanese and Americans).
After training the participants on corrective feedback, based on Lyster and
Ranta’s (1997) categories, recasts proved the most frequent way of providing
feedback, followed by explicit correction and clarification requests. The
qualitative analysis revealed that participants preferred recasts because they
are perceived as immediate, timesaving, unintrusive, and easy to provide.
Results also showed that some learners considered recasts implicit while
others perceived them as explicit. According to the author, this difference in
learner perception is “most likely related to interactional contexts (Lyster &
Mori, 2006; Nabei & Swain, 2002; Ware, 2004) and individual differences such
as working memory (Li, 2013; Mackey & Sachs, 2011), analytical ability (Li,
2013), the level of anxiety (Sheen, 2008), and beliefs (Kartchava & Ammar,
2014)” (p. 68).
Akiyama argues that the preference for recasts and the scarcity of CF
types that are pedagogically oriented (like prompts) can be attributed to
the fact that participants viewed themselves as a friend rather than a tutor
and, therefore, wanted to save face by avoiding explicit error correction.
She points out that this seems to resonate with the notion that recasts
are conversationally orientated (Lyster & Saito, 2010) and pedagogically
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“expeditious, less threatening to student confidence, and less intrusive to the
flow of interaction” (Loewen & Philp, 2006, p. 551).
In Teletandem, feedback to oral production has been studied by Benedetti
and Gianini (2010), Furtoso (2011), Freschi (2017), and Cavalari and Freschi
(2018). Benedetti and Gianini (2010) studied how a Brazilian learner of
Spanish provided feedback to an Argentinian in a Portuguese-Spanish
partnership. Due to one of the participant’s technical problems, 70% of data
were recorded in chat and 30% in audio and video. They found that explicit
correction and recasts were the most used CF in both data types. According
to the author, this result reveals the more competent learner’s attempt to
provide the less competent with the correct form while maintaining the flow
of communication.
Furtoso (2011) investigated the features of spoken Portuguese and
oral proficiency assessment in Teletandem. Data used were recordings of
oral interactions between four pairs of participants: learners of Brazilian
Portuguese and German, and French and English. Although CF was not
the main focus of the study, the analysis revealed that partners used aural,
written and visual modes to provide feedback. According to the author,
feedback was seen as an opportunity for meaningful and contextualized
learning because it allowed TTD partners to receive immediate, timely, and
evaluative information in relation to their foreign language learning.
Freschi (2017) studied peer CF in Teletandem oral sessions in Portuguese.
The data set she used was the same we use in this study: recordings of
oral sessions generated by three pairs of participants: Brazilians (learners
of English) and Americans (learners of Portuguese) (please refer to the
methodology section for further details). The analysis revealed that the only
CF types used by the participants were recasts (reformulation of a sentence
without the error) and explicit correction (clear indication of an error
followed by correct form explicit provision). This result corroborates findings
in Akiyama’s and Benedetti and Gianini’s studies. Results also showed
subcategories of each CF type which could be organized within a continuum
of explicitness. Figure 1 shows the specificities of feedback categories based
on how explicit they are.
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Figure 1
Explicit Continuum and Feedback Categories from Freschi (2017)

The continuum suggests that the subcategories within recast and explicit
correction are based on the researcher’s interpretation of verbal and nonverbal
clues. According to Freschi, recasts can be provided in two ways:
(i) a less explicit subcategory, when partners incorporate the correct linguistic
form in their sentences;
(ii) a more explicit subcategory, when they reformulate just part of the
sentence where there is an error.
Due to the contextual characteristics (which include autonomy and
reciprocity), the author only considered feedback as recast when it was
possible to actually see that there was no interruption to the learner’s
discourse. The author also described four subcategories of explicit correction:
(i) interruption of the less competent partners’ sentence to offer the correct
form;
(ii) double function linguistic indication, which is the indication of the correct
form followed by a reformulation of the correct sentence (for example,
learner says “he are a teacher,” and partner says “is, he is a teacher”);
(iii) combination of interruption and voice tone alteration to reformulate the
correct form; and
(iv) clear linguistic indication, which is an expression to show a
misunderstanding followed by the correct form.
The author states that some strategies (tone of voice, facial expressions)
were used to signal the error and provide the correct form in an attempt to
save face for the partner during oral interaction. However, the analysis was
not grounded on multimodality theoretical framework, which justifies the
fact that the present study uses the same data sample.
A few studies considered multimodality for feedback provision in online
contexts and telecollaboration. For example, Guichon et al. (2012) examined
the provision of feedback by teacher-trainees from a multimodal perspective.
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Results revealed various strategies across different modalities which were
based on the teachers’ personal preferences. The findings include verbal
recasts as the most used strategy, followed by writing the correct form in
the text chat, which was used not to interrupt the communicative flow. The
authors also discussed that webcam image was barely exploited for CF
provision. These findings highlight the relevance of training teachers in the
skills needed to perform in multimodal teaching contexts so that they do not
become cognitively overloaded and subsequently reduce feedback provision.
Wigham and Chanier (2015) used multimodal transcriptions to study
how feedback is provided in the synthetic world of Second Life. Their analysis
revealed that (i) feedback concerned (mostly) lexical errors and was provided
in the form of recasts, (ii) text chat was used for content-based interaction
related to the task as well as for feedback concerning nontarget-like errors in
the audio modality, and (iii) the multimodality of the environment did not
appear to cognitively overload students who frequently responded in the
audio modality to corrective feedback offered in the text chat.
In a face-to-face tandem context, Debras et al. (2015) studied how four
undergraduate students (two speakers of French and two speakers of
English) provided CF while participating in a speaking game called Liar,
Liar (in which the native listener has to identify three lies in their partner’s
personal story). They investigated corrective feedback in relation to focus
(what is corrected), type (categories found in Lyster & Ranta, 1997), request
(if feedback was requested by the learner or not), and uptake (the learner’s
utterance right after the feedback provision). Also, they analyzed feedback
provision, request, and uptake in relation to verbal content, vocal features,
and gestures. The study revealed that (i) recast was the most frequent type
of feedback, (ii) vocabulary errors were the most frequently corrected, (iii)
feedback was requested 57% of the time, not requested 40% of the time, and
3% of the time it followed a hesitation on the part of the learner, and (iv)
feedback is followed by learner’s uptake most of the times (66% uptake and
12% partial uptake). For the authors, the most relevant results concerned
the multimodal nature of feedback: nearly 90% of all feedback occurrences
(considering provision, request, and uptake) were multimodal in that they
“include[d] verbal, vocal and visual resources” (p. 19).
These studies have shown that (i) the relationship established by
participants in virtual exchanges seems to have an impact on the interaction
and on CF provision, and (ii) recast is the most frequent CF type in
telecollaborative learning settings. Although many of the studies reviewed
did not aim to discuss multimodality, taken together, their results suggest
that modality seems to have an impact in feedback provision and meaning
negotiation. Hence, this study has set out to determine how the combination
of aural, textual, and visual modes of communication impacts corrective
feedback provision in Teletandem oral sessions.
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Method
The present study utilized a descriptive, case study approach with the
purpose of examining the data within a specific context. According to Zainal
(2007), a case study is characterized by focusing on a small geographical area
or on a very limited number of individuals as the subjects of study. As such,
the case study reported in this paper examined corrective feedback provision
by three Brazilian participants in institutionally integrated Teletandem.

The Context and the Data
Teletandem is implemented across three campuses at a large university in
Brazil. The data examined in this paper were generated at one of the campuses,
within an institutionally integrated model. This model, according to Cavalarir
and Aranha (2016), is characterized by incorporation of the following tasks
into the foreign language programs: (i) answering questionnaires (an
initial (pre-project) questionnaire and a final one); (ii) attending a tutorial
(orientation meeting), aimed to offer students an overview of the project; (iii)
participating in Teletandem oral sessions (via Skype) with foreign language
partners, (iv) writing learning diaries after each oral session4; (v) writing texts
in the language students are learning (and receiving corrections on them);
and (vi) correcting written productions from one’s partner.
It is important to note that the tutorial informs the participants about the
tasks they are to complete as well as the theoretical principles that guide TTD
practice. This includes general information on feedback provision in relation
to interaction during oral sessions. For example, participants are advised
about the relevance of (i) negotiating how they would like to be corrected,
(ii) considering the advantages and disadvantages of interrupting the
conversation flow in order to correct or to be corrected, and (iii) considering
alternatives to provide correction, such as using chat or email to pinpoint
errors or aspects that could be improved.
Participants in institutionally integrated TTD talk to each other on Skype
for approximately one hour on a weekly basis (for 8 weeks): half an hour
in Portuguese and half an hour in English. The oral sessions are held in
laboratories equipped with computers, webcams, and microphones, which
means that all participants have access to image, voice and text chat during
the conversations.
The data set used in this investigation was the same as that analyzed by
Freschi (2017) and included 20 recorded Teletandem oral sessions between
three Brazilians and their American partners. However, only the part in which
the participants spoke Portuguese was analyzed, totalling 8 hr 49 min 37 s of
conversation. Selection of the data was based on the quality of the recorded
sessions, i.e., considering optimal conditions to see and hear the participants.
Table 3 shows the selected participants’ information and data set used.
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Table 3
Focal Pairs Description and Data Set Used
Focal pairs description5

Data set used

A012 is American, has been learning Portuguese for four years, and
speaks Spanish.

Six recorded
sessions and chat
files.

B012 is Brazilian, is a senior, and works as an English teacher.
A013 was born in Portugal, but has lived in the United States
since the age of three. She is a senior, said she has problems with
Portuguese, and has already studied Spanish.

Eight recorded
sessions.

B013 is a Brazilian who is in the first year at university.
A014 is a 21-year-old American junior who has been studying
Portuguese for two years and a half and learned Spanish before
Portuguese.

Six recorded
sessions.

B014 is Brazilian who says she has problems with the English
grammar.

Source: adapted from Freschi (2017, p. 61).
These data are currently stored in MulTeC (Multimodal Teletandem
Corpus) (Aranha & Lopes, 2019; Lopes, 2019). Interactions were transcribed
following the transcription guidelines set by Lopes (2019), which involved the
insertion of transcriber’s comments (between brackets) concerning technical
problems, interruptions of the conversation, gestures (head nods and shakes,
for example), laughs, intonation, hyperarticulation, and syllabication6.
It is important to note that, (i) Freschi (2017) did not take into account
multimodal aspects in her analysis, and (ii) even though all participants had
access to chat in all the oral sessions, only the chat files for the A012–B012
pair are stored in the corpus. According to Lopes (2019), who described data
organization and systematization, missing files are attributed to technical
problems (like corrupted files), or because participants did not save the
files at all. As the authors were not present at data collection and were not
responsible for the corpus organization, we assume that both problems may
have contributed to the missing data in our sample.

Data Analysis
The first step in the analysis presented in this investigation was to verify
which of the fragments that Freschi (2017) had coded as CF (any response to
learner’s erroneous oral production provided by the TTD partner) had been
commented on by the transcriber in relation to the modes available to the
participants in TTD oral sessions: textual (written chat), aural (the voice of the
interlocutor through the microphone), and visual (the image conveyed by the
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webcam, text chat use or vocal features). This procedure revealed a significant
number of fragments (72 out of 110) that could be analyzed through the lens
of multimodality.
Then, based on the codes proposed by Debras et al. (2015), we proceeded
to categorize CF occurrences according to the following features:
•
•
•
•

verbal content: what is said;
vocal features: how it is said (falling/rising tone, hyperarticulation,
syllabication, tone imitation, laughs);
gestures: hand gestures, head nods and head shakes, facial expressions
(smile), mimicry;
chat use (sometimes the transcriber mentioned the noise of keystrokes).

Some occurrences of chat use were mentioned by the transcriber; however,
as the chat text file was not available in the MulTeC, we watched the video
recordings that referred to those fragments in order to check if key strokes
(typing) could be heard or if the participants looked down (to the keyboard).
Finally, we used the (sub)categories established proposed in the Freschi’s
(2017) and Lyster et al.’s (2013) continua in order to further describe them in
relation to multimodal features.

Results
Data analysis revealed that reformulation (recast and explicit correction)
was the only type of feedback used by the Brazilian partners. Out of 72
occurrences of reformulations, 36 were categorized as recasts and 36 as
explicit corrections. The different modes involved in CF were gestures (55
occurrences), vocal features (n = 22), and chat (n = 6), all of which seemed to
play a complementary role in CF provision. We start our analysis by showing
how gestures were used by the Brazilians.

Fragment 1
Original occurrence

Translated version

A014: hum... quando eu estava em ensino médio?
((B014 balança a cabeça afirmativamente))... hum::
eu

A014: hum..when I was in high
school? ((B014 nods)))... hum.. I

B014: era obrigatório?
A014: não não não é obriga/ ga-tó-rio
B014: [obrigatório ((sorri e balança a cabeça
afirmativamente))
A014: eu:: o-bri-ga-tó-rio assim hum::... eu que/
queria fazer todo... hum... mas... eu
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B014: was it mandatory?
A014: no no no it’s not manda/to-ry
B014: [mandatory ((smiles and
nods))
A014: I:: man-da-to-ry like that
hum::... I wan/wanted to do
everything… hum… but I
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In fragment 1, B014 and A014 are discussing sports practice in high school.
The American has difficulty pronouncing the word “obrigatório” and the
Brazilian interrupts her (in the transcription, interruptions are coded by [
) and provides the correct form. This, according to Lyster et al. (2013), can
be classified as a didactic recast. However, if we consider that interruption
may evidence the error in the learner’s utterance, this instance of CF could
be an example of explicit correction with an interruption as per the Freschi’s
(2017) continuum. The fragment also shows that, besides the interruption,
the gesture (head nod) and the facial expression (smile) used by B014 seem
to make the correction explicit. These, however, seem to be used to soften
the interruption and subsequent correction, which could have made the
American learner uncomfortable. In this sense, the aural and visual (gestural)
modes are combined in a complementary way to make error correction more
explicit and, at the same time, face-saving for the partner.
The following fragment shows another use of multimodal CF involving
gestures:

Fragment 2
Original occurrence

Translated version

A013: hum sim obrigado muito

A013: hum yes very much thank you

B013: muito obrigada ((balança a cabeça de
um lado para o outro))

B013: thank you very much ((moves
head from one way to another))

A013: eu escr/ hum muito obrigada hum eu...
eu... hum.. só vi por um pouquinho escrito com
muita pressa

A013: I wro/ hum thank you very much
hum I… I… just saw for a short time in
a hurry

In this fragment, the American thanks the Brazilian for some comments she
made regarding her written production. When A013 inverts the word order,
saying “obrigado muito,” B013 reformulates it, saying “muito obrigada,”
correcting the order of the words and also the gender (“obrigada”)7. While
this characterizes a recast with the expression reformulation (Freschi, 2017),
the fact that the Brazilian moves her head sideways as she reformulates her
partner’s production seems to emphasize the right order of the words. In
this sense, the gesture seems to be an indication of the error, which makes
the correction explicit. Aural and visual (gestural) modes are combined to
complement each other in CF provision and this seems to challenge the
distinction between a recast and an explicit correction.
Fragments 3 and 4 reveal the role of vocal features in CF provision.
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Fragment 3
Original occurrence

Translated version

A012: são... os meus são/são verdes sim

A012: they are… mine are/are green yes

B012: muito comum aí no seu país né

B012: very common there in your country
right

A012: até certo ponto eles/ os olhos
colorados pelo menos
B012: coloRIdos ((entonação))
A012: coloridos... colorado é un um estado
((risos))

A012: to certain extent they/ colorado eyes
at least
B012: colored ((intonation))
A012: colored… colorado is a a state
((laughs))

The participants are talking about the American’s eye colour, which
the Brazilian thinks is a common trait for people born in the US. When the
American agrees with her, he says “colorados.” According to Freschi (2017),
this is a recast with the expression reformulation, because B012 reformulates
only the incorrect word. However, as the Brazilian does that, she stresses
the correct syllable “coloRIdos.” The vocal feature was used to emphasize
the difference between “colorado” (Spanish word that means “colored red”)
and “colorido” (Portuguese word that means “coloured”). As B012 stresses
the syllable to show where the problem was, the correction seems to become
more explicit. In this case, it is a vocal feature (not a gesture), which seems
to “blur” the distinction between a recast and an explicit correction. As we
watch this moment of the interaction, we can’t see any clear indication that
the CF seems to be face-threatening for the American.
In Fragment 4, intonation and repetition are combined with facial
expression to indicate an error in the reformulation.

Fragment 4
Original occurrence

Translated version

A013: hum yeah mi/ mi/ meus pais são mesmo
muito envolvido com o igreja mas eu não foi
em cinco seis anos assim

A013: hum yeah my/ my/ my parents are
really involved with the church but I was
not there in five six years like that

B013: vou eu não VOU há seis anos
((levanta a sobrancelha e entonação no
vou))

B013: been I haven’t BEEN there in six
years ((raises eyebrows and stresses
been))

A013: eu eu não vou há seis anos

A013: I haven’t been there in six years

B013: hum hum... ah

B013: hum hum… ah

The partners were talking about going to the church when the American
makes a mistake in the verb form: “eu não foi.” B013 reformulates the
expression, using “vou” and then repeats it with a rising intonation to
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indicate the error (“eu não VOU há seis anos”), which is an explicit correction
with double function linguistic indication (Freschi, 2017). The Brazilian also
raises her eyebrows as she says “vou” for the second time. These multimodal
strategies maintain the conversational flow, signal the correct form but do not
seem to be face-threatening. As we have no direct evidence on how the L2
learner interprets the feedback, we resorted to the images of the American’s
face, which does not reveal any discomfort or embarrassment.
A different way of using vocal features is shown in Fragment 5.

Fragment 5
Original occurrence

Translated version

A014: face é::... ah:: tem mais lon/ longe

A014: face is::... ah:: it has more dis/distant

B014: longa ((com tom de pergunta))

B014: long ((question tone))

A014: long yeah it’s too long ((risos)) it
looks longer without my bangs ah::

A014: long yeah it’s too long ((laughs)) it looks
longer without my bangs ah::

B014: não não acho é eu t/eu tenho
o rosto um pouco longo só que eu
engordei um pouco e agora parece um
pouco menor porque tá mais redondo

B014: no no I think hum I ha/have a long face
but I put on some weight and now it looks a little
smaller because it is rounder

In this fragment, the American was telling the Brazilian why she had her
hair cut when she made an error saying her face was “longe” (distant), which
does not make sense in Portuguese. B014 reformulates the expression saying
the word “longa” (long) with a rising intonation (as in a question). Because
the reformulation seems to aim at solving a communication breakdown, the
CF could be categorized as a conversational recast (Lyster et al., 2013), or a
recast with a confirmation check (Freschi, 2017). However, it should be noted
that, from the Brazilian’s point of view (who also speaks English as L2), there
was no clear communication breakdown because the inference is obvious
(when the American said “longe”(distant), she was obviously trying to say
“longa” (long)). Therefore, if we consider the pedagogical implications of
the reciprocity principle in TTD, B014’s reformulation may be analyzed as a
didactic recast and the rising intonation may be an attempt to save face for
her partner.
Fragment 6 shows the last multimodal feature we discuss: the written
chat.
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Fragment 6
Original occurrence

Translated version

A014: penso que muitos pessoas na
universidade aqui eu sei muitos muitos
cristianos porque eu sou cristiano
então... eu

A014: I think that many people at university here I
know many many christians because I’m christian
so… I

B014: AH! é...
A014: eu sou cris...?
B014: cristã ((digita algo))

B014: AH! it’s...
A014: I’m chris…?
B014: christian ((types something))

A014: cristã ((desvia o olhar da tela))

A014: christian ((looks somewhere else at the
screen))

B014: sim

B014: yes

A014: ok cristã... então eu sou cristã

A014: ok christian… so I’m christian

In fragment 6, the American was trying to say that she is a Christian when
she used the word “cristiano” (instead of “cristã”). The Brazilian explicitly
tells her that there is a problem with the word, using the expression “AH!
é...” and types the correct form in the chat, which is an explicit correction
with a clear linguistic indication (Freschi, 2017). Although we do not have the
actual text-chat data, keystrokes can be heard (as she types something on the
keyboard), and, at the same time, the American looks at a different spot on
her screen (probably the chat window). Following this change in gaze, she is
able to say the word that she had been struggling with, suggesting that she
had seen the correct form written in the chat. For this CF, we can say that the
chat was used to complement what was said by the Brazilian in providing the
correct form. This finding seems to corroborate Guichon and Cohen’s (2016)
and Guichon et al.’s (2012) claim that the combination of aural, textual, and
visual modes may enhance students’ comprehension.

Discussion and final considerations
The results offer a nuanced answer to the question of how the combination of
aural, textual, and visual modes of communication impact corrective feedback
in Teletandem oral sessions. Data analysis showed that reformulation was the
only category found and, within this category, recasts and explicit corrections
were evenly used by Brazilian participants. This finding seems rather odd
when compared to results of previous studies (Akiyama, 2017; Benedetti &
Gianini, 2010; Debras et al., 2015; Freschi, 2017; Zourou, 2009) that showed
recasts as the most frequent feedback provided by peers in (Tele)tandem.
Thus, the first aspect to be considered when answering our research question
is whether the even number of recasts and explicit correction found in our
data may be attributed to the fact that some fragments (e.g., fragment 2),
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which could be classified as recasts, are categorized in this study as explicit
correction due to the inclusion of the multimodal perspective in the analysis.
In fact, our data suggest that considering a combination of different
modes in CF provision made the distinction between recasts and explicit
feedback unclear. This corroborates Lyster et al.’s (2013) and Freschi’s (2017)
proposals that CF categories should be viewed on a continuum. Feedback
may become more or less explicit according to the varied forms in which vocal
features, gestures (and/or facial expressions), and chat are combined during
interaction. This is another aspect that seems to evidence how multimodality
may impact feedback as detailed characterizations of CF (sub)categories
along the continuum are enhanced by the varied (and sometimes subtle)
nuances added by the combination of the modes available in TTD interaction.
There is no evidence in our data that the multimodal strategies used
to signal the error may have been face-threatening for the partner. The
images of the learner during CF provision do not reveal signs of discomfort
or embarrassment. In this respect, it should be noted that other studies
(Akiyama, 2017; Debras et al., 2015; Zourou, 2009) on peer CF in (Tele)
tandem settings showed that participants seem to establish a collaborative
relationship because they tend to see each other as “friends” rather than
tutors. This symmetrical, collaborative relationship might prevent (or
cushion) any discomfort caused by explicit error correction since participants
perceive CF as the partner’s attempt to help them learn. This result sheds
light on one element of multimodal feedback that certainly deserves further
empirical exploration since our data sample does not include direct evidence
of learners’ interpretation of CF.
It should be noted that these findings resonate with the literature on
multimodality (Guichon & Wigham, 2016; Hampel & Stickler, 2012; Wigham,
2017) which has evidenced the interplay of the different modes in meaning
making. In our data, the complementary fashion in which modes are
combined is a key aspect of CF characterization: aural, gestural, and textual
modes were used to maintain the conversation flow and, at the same time,
make error correction more explicit without being face-threatening to the
partner. In the cases when text-chat was combined with the other modes, it
seemed to assist learners’ comprehension of CF.
In summary, our findings reveal that
a.

reformulation is the only CF category TTD partners used, but there seems
to be a continuum of subcategories which range from implicit to explicit;
b. the different modes available in TTD oral sessions are combined in a
complementary way during CF provision. Participants combined different
semiotic resources to maintain the conversation flow while they make CF
more or less explicit;
c. multimodal strategies used to make CF more explicit do not seem to be
face- threatening for the learner;
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d. the combination of text-chat with the other modalities seem to enhance
learner’s comprehension of the feedback provided.
These results shed light on the affective and social aspects of CF provision
and suggest context-specific traits of peer CF. Because multimodality seems
to make error correction more evident without being face-threatening for
learners, reformulation (in its varied forms) may be a CF category that is
typical in interactions in which a symmetrical, collaborative relationship is
established.
From a pedagogical perspective, our study´s findings suggest that
practitioners should explore the multimodal nature of TTD setting as a
possibility to train participants in CF provision. This is in alignment with
Ware and Cañado’s (2007) proposal, which presents a rationale about how
to incorporate grammar and feedback provision into telecollaboration. The
authors propose that it is relevant to offer participants information about
the difference between global and local mistakes and about indirect ways
of providing and asking for feedback. Our results indicate that teachers
could also inform participants on how they can use the different modes (e.g.,
gestures, text-chat, and tone of voice) to maintain the conversation flow while
they provide CF to assist their partner’s learning. It can be done, for example,
by showing how multimodality is successfully used by different partners,
especially in relation to the affordances of the text-chat.
Finally, further research that includes multimodal data in other languages
and introspective data from instruments that could evidence the participant’s
perceptions is clearly needed in order to advance the discussion on the
specificities (and to inform the practice) of peer CF in (Tele)tandem. Also,
as the impact of multimodality in CF was also evidenced in a face-to-face
tandem setting by Debras et al. (2015), the role of semiotic modes in CF
provision within other language learning settings could contribute to the
characterization of multimodal CF.

Notes
1. For a thorough discussion on terminology, refer to Lewis & O’Dowd (2016)
and O’Dowd (2018).
2. Assessment practice may be formative (when it is focused on the learning
process) or summative (when it is focused on grading or classifying learning
results).
3. eTandem is the term used in Europe (O’Rourke, 2007). Teletandem is the term
used by Brazilian practitioners and researchers (Telles, 2009; Aranha & Cavalari,
2014).
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4. Learning diaries are usually not written by American students. This depends on
the teacher’s decision.
5. A was used to refer to American students and B to the Brazilians. Numbers are
related to the year they participated in Teletandem.
6. For further details on transcription guidelines, see Lopes (2019).
7. In Brazilian Portuguese, this expression is gender marked: “obrigada” (feminine)
and “obrigado” (masculine).
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